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Man, since his beginning, has put forth a continual
effort to make easier the procurement of material goods
which are essential for his survival and which contribute
to his personal comfort, well-being and enjoyment. Through¬
out the ages he has used his ingenuity and capitalized on
his heritage of accumulated knowledge to invent, fabricate,
and improve inventions which aid him in his quest for the
basics of living—food and protection from natural and self-
appointed enemies—and for the added abundances which char¬
acterize the cultural and sociological patterns of his time.
In many parts of the world, despite centuries of effort,
some of these basic needs still evade the masses.
The American people, to a large extent, have achieved a
high standard of living and further wish to achieve and pre¬
serve an even higher level of prosperity. A number of
experts feel that automation and technological change are
the signposts that point to the achievement of these goals.
At the same time there are those who view the choice of




Automation, in its current sense is relatively new.
Ten years ago when the word was mentioned perhaps many
people had to look it up in the dictionary. But, as shall
be revealed in Chapter II, the idea of automation, in the
general sense, is very ancient, dating back well before the
eighteenth century to man's earliest dreams of mastery and
power through machinery and knowledge.
The word "automation" has two claimants to authorship.
John Diebold, the well-known management consultant, and
Delmer S. Harder, a Ford executive, created the term inde¬
pendently of each other and gave it different meanings.
Diebold used it to describe "both automatic operation and
the process of making things automatic." To Harder the term
denoted automatic transfer of workpieces from one machine to
another in the production process without human aid.^ Both
men now concede, however, that these definitions are inade¬
quate for the many complicated processes involved in automa¬
tion. In fact, most experts contend that there is no accu¬
rate definition of the term. However, for the purpose of
this study, credence shall be given to the definition
advanced by Harder.
When man first dreamed of what is now automation, it
was a dream bright with hope and promise. In more recent
^Jacobson & Roucek, Automation and Society^ (Philosoph¬
ical Library, Inc., 1959), p. 4. (Harder coined the word at
a Ford Staff meeting in late 1946; Diebold, who gave it its
popularity, simplified and shortened "automatization" into
"automation" while writing a student report at Harvard in
May, 1951.
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years, this dream has become a nightmare. The hope and
promise has turned to fear. This fear results largely from
a belief in many quarters that automation has gotten out of
hand and is destined to demolish our society as we now know
it.
The purpose of this paper is to present (to the reader)
an objective study of many of the facts of automation with
emphasis on its history and the social and economic implica¬
tions—past, present and future. Both the negative and
positive aspects of this controversial issue are reviewed.
In pursuing this topic use has been made of many of the
most reliable publications dealing with this issue; test-
books, newspapers, magazines, periodicals and some federal
government reports. It is hoped that the reader will real¬
ize a significant increase in his awareness of this American
controversy as a result of having read this report.
CHAPTER II
THE EVOLUTION OF AUTOMATION
During the early thirteenth century, Albertus Magnus, a
German Dominican monk, is said to have spent thirty years in
building a robot which advanced to the door when someone
knocked, opened it, and greeted the visitor.^ Although this
seems a pleasant fable to most of us, it gained Magnus a
reputation as a sorcerer among his contemporaries. A
learned scientist—second only to Roger Bacon in his time—
Magnus might today to known as the "Father of Automation" if
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fact and fancy had been joined. Instead, the world had to
wait for more than four centuries for the known invention of
an automatic device.
As observed in Chapter I, the term "automation" as used
today is relatively new. In explaining the evolution of
automation as it is popularly known, the period evolved is
rather short—dating back about twenty years.
Although automation as a philosophy is new, as a tool
it is centuries old. Aristotle is supposed to have remarked
^David O. Woodbury, Let Erma Do It, (Harcourt, Brace




that it would help civilization if menial tasks were mecha¬
nized. All through the middle centuries there were men who
sought to put this dictum into practice: Leonardo de Vinci,
Galileo, Gutenberg, Leeuwenhoek, Newton—each with a contri¬
bution towards the emancipation of man by means of machinery.
Most of these early attempts were meant to substitute only
for man's muscles, so that more brute force could be exerted
and more work done. Leonardo's airfoil and his piston pump,
however, were more than this. They proposed to do something
that man could not do. Likewise, with Galileo and his tele¬
scope and Leeuwenhoek and his magnifying glass. Through
their successful efforts hviman senses were given new powers
through machines. The printing press extended the written
word into a new dimension, by automatically controlling the
repetition of a printed page.^ It is hard to deny that
these examples were, in a sense, automation.
Unfortunately, there was little practical result from
these inventions outside of learned circles. It was Thomas
Newcomen's primitive steam engine which opened the Industrial
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Revolution about 1727. From that point on, mechanization
became a definite goal that men thought of as affecting
their lives.
^David O. Woodbury, Let Erma Do It^ (Harcourt, Brace
and Company, New York, 1956), p. 28.
^Ibid.j p. 28.
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Students of automation, however, generally give the
Frenchman Denis Papin credit for the first intentionally
contrived device to control a process automatically. Papin
simply put a weight on the tightly fitting cover of a pot on
the stove and produced the original pressure cooker.^ The
invention soon broadened to become a self-operating valve
for relieving pressure at some predetermined figure. Ac¬
cording to Woodbury, today's pressure cooker is practically
a duplicate of the one produced by Papin who made this im¬
portant contribution in 1680, during the reign of Charles
II.2
During the eighteenth century the principle of self-
control of machines, crude as they were, went forward
swiftly. There were the windmills of the lowlands, enormous
structures made of oak, with sails fifty or more feet in
diameter. Nobody knows who first devised the automatic
steering mechanism for windmills, but it is worthy of modern
times. It consisted simply of a miniature windmill mounted
on the turning head of the large one and facing at right
angles to the main sails. It was geared to the turning mech¬






This illustration is injected here because it points up
a perfect example of what is now called "feedback." Feed¬
back is so important in automation that we will define it
here. It is not complicated in principle/ although extremely
intricate in modern practice. The term simply describes an
arrangement of sensing and powering devices which continu¬
ously detects the condition of an apparatus and establishes
the error between the actual condition and that desired.^
The error then produces a force which is fed back into the
apparatus to correct the condition. When the error is cor¬
rected the feedback device ceases to operate. This prin¬
ciple will be illustrated further in later chapters.
Early in the eighteenth century a young man named
Humphrey Potter was put in charge of a primitive steam pump¬
ing engine invented by Newcomen. By grasping a handle.
Potter admitted steam from a boiler into the engine cylinder
so as to raise the piston. When it was raised he moved the
handle again to cut off the steam to allow the piston to
drop, thus pumping the water. Realizing that this job was
far too simple for a man, he reasoned that the piston itself
could be linked to the handle in such a way as to do its own
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turning on and off. When he tried it, it worked.
Over 180 years ago the world's first genuine automatic




mill invented and used by Oliver Evans near Philadelphia in
1784. Evans had only a stream of water to work with, yet by
use of wateirwheel power and shafting he was able to handle
his grain automatically, without a human hand touching the
apparatus, all the way from kernel to finished flour.^
Not only was Evans' mill provided with a kind of feed¬
back that regulated the grinding process to give the right
fineness to the flour; he also included three types of con¬
veyor mechanisms for moving the grain from one pair of mill¬
stones to the next. This is essentially what the latest
automobile plants do, with mechanisms called "transfer
tables." Thus Evans anticipated another essential feature
of automation—the "automatic handling and positioning of
parts between progressive production processes," as Ford
defines it. Thus the so-called "Detroit Automation" really
began in Philadelphia.
Close on Evans' heels came the Scotsman James Watt with
his great invention of the flyball governor for steam
engines. The year was 1788. Watt had taken the old
Newcomen engine, added a piston rod, crank, crankshaft and
flywheel and had produced a continuously self-operating
engine that turned. He also added the slide-valve mechanism




intake pipe.^ Steam engines and turbines today are con¬
trolled by some form of flyball arrangement stemming directly
from Watt. Apparently, nobody has thought of a better way
to do it.
In the very first year of the nineteenth century—
1801—the Frenchman Jacquard invented an automatic loom
which once more anticipated a fundamental principle of auto¬
mation. In Paris that year, Joseph Marie Jacquard exhibited
to the public a weaving machines that worked in obedience to
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steel cards punched with holes. Like the modern computing
machine it could be "programmed" to produce an almost infi¬
nite variety of patterns.
The Jacquard loom met with instant success. By the
year 1812 more than 11,000 were in use in France alone; the
news that the century-old tradition of hand designing was
now replaced by automatic means had begun to affect the
textile industry in England and America.
The world had now been given, over 160 years ago, all
the basic elements of automation; automatic machines, feed¬
back control, automatic transfer devices to move the product
between manufacturing stages, and a punch-card system which
could "compute" each separate move machinery should make.





discovery of the mid-twentieth century. Rather, with the
basic principles at hand and with the magnificent work in
general science by Faraday, Maxwell and many more, automa¬
tion simply waited until there was need for it.
It is interesting to note here that during this early
development period, as now, many problems accompanied these
technological advances. Perhaps more in evidence than
others was the problem of employment. Workers viewed the
new inventions as a threat to their personal security. When
Jacquard invented the automatic loom, the hand weavers who
had done the work the only way it could be done before this
invention, were overcome with the fear of the loss of jobs.
They rioted in the streets and destroyed every automatic
loom they could find. This fear has remained with the
worker over the centuries.
Since World War II, automation has gained its highest
level of prominence, primarily as a result of the develop¬
ment of complex control devices used by the military during
the war.
Automation today, entails the design, manufacturing and
use of automatic equipment for industrial or other processes.
Today's machines go a step further in operation than was
ever conceived of in the past.
The operation and use of present automatic equipment
never ceases to amaze even the most respected experts in the
field. Yet, its effect on our way of life demands much more
of our indulgence in the process of trying to accept and
cope with the issue.
CHAPTER III
AUTOMATION: ITS ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
There is a degree of competition between the proponents
and critics of automation when it comes to which side can
point up the more evils or benefits. As is true in almost
any situation, automation does have its distinct advantages
and disadvantages. However, it is becoming increasingly
difficult to point to any one segment and declare it either
one or the other since due to rapid innovations many advan¬
tages are being turned into disadvantages and likewise, dis¬
advantages into advantages. Yet, there are a n\imber of
distinct issues which may be examined here.
Probably the most distinct advantage associated with
automation is the tremendous increase it creates in the rate
of efficiency. Automatic machines can frequently work
faster and more safely than people, and can often do many
things people cannot do. They can operate under conditions
of extreme temperature, atmospheric pressure, chemical
changes, and machine speeds which would preclude human
endeavor. They do not experience fatigue or monotony and
are frequently more dependable than humans, making fewer
11
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mistakes, never forgetting, and requiring no retrain-
1
ing.
The idea of efficiency has led to a second distinct
advantage of automation, that of cost. There is little
doubt that automation does result in considerable savings.
As a matter of fact, it is a prime factor for management
when considering automating its operations. For example,
an airline used a computer to calculate the best way to
schedule other planes when one broke down. The result was
a $6 million a year saving from reducing the number of
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standby planes. While labor is a factor in considering
automation, as far as savings is concerned it is thought
to be a by-product.
With automation comes an increase in the rate of pro¬
ductivity or output per man hour. From a study of thirteen
automated plants made by Professor J. R. Bright of Harvard
University, several additional advantages were found. Some
of them are noted here;
Material costs were typically lower after automation.
Lead time was reduced. In an oil refinery It was cut
from five days to four hours. In a fertilizer plant
It was cut from ten hours to two hours.
The automated plants that Professor Bright studied
evidenced Increased centralization of control.
^Walter Buckingham, Automation: Its Impact on Business




Also of significance, safety records improved.
The Ford Cleveland engine plant had a fifty
percent decline in accidents in four years.^
As mentioned earlier, there are possibly many others
but these would certainly receive consideration.
While admitting certain benefits derived from automa¬
tion, there are those who say that there are disadvantages
which overshadow these advantages, therefore they question
these advantages as far as being valid justification for
automation is concerned.
Among these disadvantages is the undeniable fact that
automation does eliminate some jobs. From the viewpoint of
labor and many other critics, this is the first and foremost
disadvantage. Though it has not been possible to determine
exactly how many jobs have been eliminated, there is much
evidence and many examples of job elimination due to tech¬
nological change. One example is the rapid rate at which
automatic elevators are replacing elevator operators.
In addition, many products, materials, and services are
being displaced by technologically superior items. Further¬
more, as end items are displaced, many supporting businesses
that contribute materials, components, and services may be
quickly wiped out. This ultimately results in additional
jobs lost.
1
J. R. Bright, Automation and Management^ Graduate
School of Business Administration, Harvard University,
Boston, 1958. This section is condensed from pp. 132-45.
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In the final analysis, it appears that any and all dis¬
advantages of automation generally lead back to the one
major issue—employment.
With these being a few of the advantages and disadvan¬
tages usually associated with automation, it remains to be
seen whether the advantages of automation can overcome the
distinct problem of creating unemployment and other social
and economic problems with which it is often associated.
CHAPTER IV
THE EMPLOYMENT CONTROVERSY
Of all the issues involved in the automation contro¬
versy, the most often debated one has to do with its effects
on employment. The discussion in this chapter has to do
with some of these effects and their resulting significance.
One of the points most strongly argued has been cen¬
tered around the rate at which automation has increased
unemployment. This employment effect has created among
workers a tremendous amount of fear and apprehension. Many
of the fears of the worker appear to be justified. There
are social changes under way which deeply affect traditional
American values regarding manual work and its contribution,
and which tend to undermine the status and self-respect of
the manual worker.
In attempting to examine the relationship between em¬
ployment and automation, several very important restrictions
should be kept in mind. First, and perhaps foremost, is the
fact that employment is principally the result of: (1) the
volxime of output, (2) changes in demand for goods, as well
as (3) technological change. These factors often occur at
the same time, so the resultant employment (or lack of it)




A second problem is that the basic statistics needed
to measure or evaluate the relationship between employment
and automation are often not available or are in short
supply. As a matter of fact, aside from the information
from the censuses and the broad-category data from the
Monthly Re-port on the Labor Foroe^ there is no systematic
organized program for collecting occupational statistics in
this country. With what is available, however, plus the
information generated by the growing number of case studies
in this field, it is possible to delineate some long-term,
over-all trends and the beginnings of some discernment on
more recent developments.
A third problem is that of assigning a causal effect
to any of the individual factors, even if statistical rela¬
tionships can be established.
Automation As A Technology
Attitude toward automation as a technology is very
essential in developing a relationship between it, (auto¬
mation) and employment. Secretary of Labor, W. Willard
Wirtz, suggests that we have no alternative except to accept
automation as a fact, as an inexorable force, and a force
for good as far as the development of civilization is con-
1
cerned. Expert opinion is just about unanimous in agreeing
with Wirtz as far as that statement goes.
^Taken from a speech delivered before the Sidney Hillman
Foundation Lecture, University of Rochester, Rochester, New
York, April 3, 1963. (U.S. Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, D. C., 1963.)
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In trying to guage the impact of technological change
on the occupational distribution and skill level of the
working population, we come face-to-face with a surpassingly
important dimension of the general problem of assessing the
implications of automation. From management's point of
view, we really deal with such problems as the very kind of
labor force it requires to carry out its production and
related programs; from labor's point of view, we go to a
consideration of the very kinds of jobs which are available
and the whole galaxy which surrounds such a consideration
(wages, working conditions, etc.); from the public's point
of view, the implications become enormous, if only in terms
of education, training, and retraining required to make
available the requisite supply of skills.^
The data available are perhaps clearest, and expert
opinion just about unanimous, that the events of the twen¬
tieth century, so far, have brought about an overridingly
important shift in the occupational structure in the country
toward a higher skill level in the American labor force.
The pertinent information can be presented in brief,
2
summary form as follows:
The American Academy of Political and Social Science,





























Skilled 12 14 13
Semiskilled 14 21 18
Unskilled 11 6 5
SERVICE io li 11
FARM 31 12 8
The data clearly show the rise to a plurality position
of the white-collar worker; both professional and technical
as well as clerical and sales personnel doubled their rela¬
tive importance in the occupational standings. On the other
hand, the enormous inroads into the farm labor force and the
unskilled non-farm laborer group in the last half century
are also clearly depicted. These long-term trends are note¬
worthy and will be commented on further, later in the
chapter.
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Attempting to assign a causal effect to any one of the
individual factors in the automation-employment relationship
leads to some of the most controversial aspects of the im¬
pact of this technology, as it is measured by productivity.
The basic yardstick used by statisticians in measuring the
impact of technology is the rate of productivity growth. In
addition, it is a traditional position of economists, and
one stressed by the United States in its technical aid pro¬
grams to other nations, that high productivity is one of the
primary causes of high employment and standard of living.^
At the same time we know that technological innovation is
often a cost saving, labor saving device and may lead
directly to reduced employment. These may seem to be, but
are really not, inconsistent positions.
Actual job displacement associated with technological
change depends on the extent to which productivity gains
are, or are not, matched by output increases at the lowest
level of economic activity.
One finding shows 2,000,000 jobs lost each year due to
automation. This is gained from the productivity-employment
relationship. This estimate is obtained in the following
way: Productivity in terms of output per man-hour for the
private economy increased about three percent a year during
^Taken from a speech delivered by Leon Greenberg,
Assistant Commissioner, Bureau of Labor Statistics, before
the Interstate Conference on Labor Statistics, Miami,
Florida, June 16-19, 1964. (U.S. Superintendent of Docu¬
ments, Washington, D. C., 1964.)
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the post-war period. Current employment in the private
economy numbers approximately 60 million. If we multiply
these two numbers—three percent time 60 million—we get
1.8 million jobs lost (rounded to 2,000,000).^ Though this
figure may serve some purpose, its validity may be ques¬
tioned. More specifically, this figure does not take into
consideration the number of workers actually displaced.
Using the automation-displacement method, the figure is
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approximately 187,000 jobs actually lost. Recent data
makes us know that the economy is providing more jobs
today, overall, despite or maybe because of continued tech¬
nological and productivity advances. Since our current boom
got under way in the first quarter of 1961, nearly 4,000,000
jobs have been added, and the number of unemployed has de-
3
dined by 1,000,000. The unemployment rate, did in fact,
drop from the first quarter of 1961 average of 6.8 percent
of the labor force, seasonally adjusted, to 5.1 percent in
the final quarter of 1964. At this rate, 3,800,000 people
were without jobs; another 2,000,000 were working part-time
4
because they couldn't find full-time jobs.
Experts in many quarters maintain that any sizable
increase in the rate of productivity growth results in a
^Ibid.
3
Charles Silberman, "The Real News About Automation,"
Fortune, Vol. LXXI, No. 2, (February, 1965), p. 154.
^Ibid.
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rise in the unemployment rate. The Federal Reserve Bank in
Minneapolis, in its May 31, 1955, Monthly Review, said that
unemployment was higher at that time than it would have been
with the current expansion of output because "the installa¬
tion of new equipment has raised output per worker many
times over. The article very clearly implies that the rise
in productivity was responsible for unemployment.
If there is such a thing as technological unemployment,
it then seems logical that the number of unemployed should
increase with the rate of technological changes. Yet, data
supports the fact that periods of larger unemployment have
been periods of slow technical change. Periods of most
rapid change have been associated with minimal amounts of
unemployment. So, it appears that some distinction should
be made between what has been called technological unemploy¬
ment and technological displacement. It is a bare fact that
little attention is given to the absorption of workers which
occurs because of technological change. If we were to
measure the number of jobs created by technological change,
as well as the number of workers displaced, we would find
that, at any given wage level, more jobs have been created
than have been eliminated.^
An example of how the displacement theory has worked
can be found in the case of International Business Machines
^Jacobsen & Roucek, loo. ait., p. 282.
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Corporation. IBM admitted that it displaced 1,800 of its
own workers over a period of eighteen months after it in¬
stalled a machine to hook up the wires that go into the back
panel of a computer. Yet, not a single one of the 1,800
workers was laid off.^ They were replaced through transfer
and-the-like.
While experts point to the fact that 4,000,000 jobs
have been created since 1961, it must be conceded that there
is no certain way of determining how many of these jobs caime
from automation. Many jobs are a product of economic
growth—which is influenced by government policies, better
education or expanding population. This again reflects on
our inability to determine how many jobs are either created
or destroyed by automation. Hence, of all the facts col¬
lected, the issue is still a bit confusing. Despite all
this, differing opinions will continue to flow in.
Secretary of Labor Wirtz, in the same speech quoted
earlier, advances still some further thoughts;
The only answer to unemployment, the only answer
to the use of both men and machines is to put
this economy onto a basis where it is doing all
the things we want so much to do, and which we
can do, to fill the unmet needs which we still
have.2
^Newsweek, "The Challenge of Automation," (Newsweek,
Inc., January 25, 1965), p. 76.
^W. Willard Wirtz, loo. ait.
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Automation and Skill
As expected, unemployment is not spread evenly through¬
out our society. The unemployment rate among Negroes is
twice that among white; the rate among blue-collar workers
is more than double the white-collar rate. And teenagers
have the highest rate of all; proportionately, three times
as many teens as adults are out of work,^
As illustrated in the summary of occupational stand¬
ings, on page 18 of this chapter, there has been a signifi¬
cant shift in occupational groupings make some very important
changes in specific jobs. Thus, the professional group, for
example, has not only increased greatly, it has also changed
significantly in its internal composition. From a group
which was dominated by the traditional professional fields
of teaching, law, medicine, and the clergy at the turn of
the century, it has moved now to where it embraces huge
numbers in the engineering, technical, and physical science
fields—under the impact, of course, of technological
change.^
The skilled-craftsman field is also an excellent point
of illustration of this trend. The relative stability in
this group over-all masks some very great changes which took
place in a wide variety of specific occupations.
^Charles Silberman, loo. oit., p. 154.
2
The American Academy of Political and Social Science,
The Annals^ loo, oit., p. 89.
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Back in 1900, six skilled occupations (engravers, loco¬
motive engineers, brickmasons, blacksmiths and forgemen,
metal molders, and shoemakers) v/ere so important in American
industry that they together accounted for fully one out of
every four in the skilled labor force of the United States.
Today, they make up only one out of every twenty.^
Back in 1900, there were another six skilled trades
(carpenters, mechanics and repairmen, cranemen and station¬
ary engineers, pliimbers, electricians, and telephone and
telegraph linemen) which made up less than two out of every
five skilled workers. Today, one estimate is that the
2
figure is closer to two out of every three.
Without attempting to assess cause and effect, the
overriding fact remains that the trends just discussed have
been accompanied by a significant upturn in the educational
and training prerequisites for employment and an upturn in
the educational attainment of the working population.
Already, professional and technical personnel in the United
States average more than a baccalaureate degree. Signifi-
cently, the clerical and sales group, which now accounts for
one out of every five in the working population, already
3




Now, where does this leave the semiskilled and un¬
skilled workers? There is some difference of opinion re¬
garding the semiskilled worker. While long-term trends show
a definite decline in the need for such workers, some ex¬
perts seem to feel there is hope for the semiskilled worker.
They base their views on the idea that this decade will not
experience as rapid or radical technological change as the
past. They predict a slowing down in the rate of increase
of the highly educated worker thus resulting in demand for
semiskilled workers.^
There is little or no debate as to the future of the
unskilled worker. Trends have shown a rapid decline in the
need for the unskilled. And an even more rapid decline is
predicted.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics has made projections of
the occupational distribution of the labor forces as it is
expected to look in 1970: These projections of service
workers in the labor force will rise slightly. The propor¬
tion of farm workers will continue to decline. There will
be some increases in relative job opportunities for skilled
workers, a slight decline for semiskilled workers, and a
sharp decline for unskilled workers. The importance of
white-collar workers will increase: but, within the latter
26
group the most rapid rate of increase will be among profes¬
sional, technical, and kindred workers.^
^Edward B. Shils, Automation and Industrial Relations,
(Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1963), p. 47.
CHAPTER V
THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
Of the many considerations given automation, of great
significance are the implications it has for our social and
economic structure. In this chapter, we shall seek to exam¬
ine the implications automation carries for education, eco¬
nomics, and leisure. Except for employment, these issues
tend to come up for discussion with the greatest frequency
and bare some scrutiny here.
The Challenge to Education
In its most fundamental sense automation calls for not
only the machines and power which characterized the first
Industrial Revolution, but the programming and control which
characterize the new. In programming, the factory is told
what to do, and in control the particular mechanisms are
built into the machine that are needed to accomplish the
desired purposes. The resulting effect is a complete inte¬
gration of formerly separate units of production into a
unified process, thus creating a "flow production" from raw
material to finished product, including packing. In short,
the word "automation" may be defined to include "all tech¬
nical developments that make automatic development more
27
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possible.”^ Automation is the latest development of the
application of science to daily life. And this process of
industrialization, combined with the ever-increasing power
of the forces of mass communication, has resulted in trans¬
forming all forms of social relationships. In turn, educa¬
tion in our technological society is forced to face squarely
these changes, since it has to not only utilize the educa¬
tional principles and methods which time has proved to be
conducive to the formation of good men, but also modify them
in order to answer the needs flowing from the individual and
social consequences of automation.
Obviously enough then, the implications of an automated
society, for the school are evident. The complicated nature
of an automated economy calls, for instance, for designing
engineers in large numbers for the entire plant as well as
the product. It calls for the retraining of (all) workers
and the upgrading of those of exceptional talent. Mastery
of basic skills acquires increased significance because of
the need for research in all areas and the high degree of
specialization demanded. Automation calls for a high degree
of integration in the arts and the sciences, of philosophy
and mundane affairs. More discipline, more knowledge, a
changed attitude, a rethinking through process, and a life-
2
time of reorientation, all are a part of the new era.
^Jacobson and Roucek, loo. ait., p. 263.
^Ibid., p. 264.
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The first Industrial Revolution was the underlying
force in bringing about the major educational developments
of the past century. Industrial developments in Germany,
England, the United States, Japan and the U.S.S.R., called
for a program of the people. There was a reform of higher
education with major emphasis upon the applied sciences, in¬
dividualism, specialization, and the practical arts. In
education, the emphasis was upon quantity rather than qual¬
ity, and further pointed up by the fact that freedom was
defined in terms of an opportunity to make money rather than
freedom to know.
There was much that was positive in the educational
reforms of the past century. In the economic field, and by
virtue of the development of the applied sciences, education
made possible the mass production of foods and material
goods, the like of which the world had never known. The
United States became a land of abundance and the envy of the
world. This was the end result of the development of the
colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts, the great techno¬
logical and professional schools, and the great schools of
science in the universities. Of primary significance was
the large program of research carried on in the graduate
schools of the institutions of higher learning. Here there
was significant advancement of knowledge in the social




On the negative side, while there was much application
of knowledge to the further production of goods, there was
far too little application of knowledge to the solution of
or an attack upon the social problems created by or related
to the Industrial Revolution. History indicates that the
teacher was politely told to stay away from those matters
pertaining to religion, politics, race, sex and economic
interests, unless they dealt with something that happened a
generation or so ago. The teacher to teach good citizen¬
ship, but, never to take sides.
It does not seem possible that the social, economic,
and political conditions which so marked the first Industrial
Revolution can continue to prevail in the Era of Automation,
primarily because of: (a) the overall need for brains
rather than brawn, (b) the rationalization of industry call¬
ing for a rationalized society, and (c) the fact that to
consume the products produced by automation people must have
higher purchasing power.
Present experience with the automating process has
demonstrated the need for the upgrading of our educational
program in all areas and at all levels, although those needs
most immediately observable are in the fields of mathematics
and the sciences.
Peter Drucker goes so far as to say "education, not
automation, is the real villain when it comes to employment."^
^Peter Drucker, "Automation Is Not The Villain," Uew
York Times Magazine, (January 10, 1965), p. 26.
Table B below tends to support this thinking. The table
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□-7 a.M 1.5 1.5
a IT IT 7.5 13.b
1IT IT•U] 7.a 13.□
15 M.b M.a
13-15 M.l M.Q -5.M
lb OR nORE 5.5 l.M -3b.M
ALL GROUPS b.5 b.D -3.5
Foundationally, a great deficiency seems to be the lack
of a sense of mathematical or rational mindedness; yet, the
increasing complexity of not only the machines to be created
and operated, but of the conditions of everyday life, demand
a higher order of skill and social adjustment.^
One has only to observe the complicated nature of some
of the present automating processes, such as the electronic
^Jacobson and Roucek, loo. oit., p. 266.
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computer, to appreciate the relation of education to auto¬
mation at all levels.
The increased emphasis upon and need for book learning
places upon the school a far greater and more extended
responsibility than has been true in any period of our past
history. To meet this responsibility the school, at all
levels, will need to operate with a higher degree of effi¬
ciency, freedom, and professional responsibility than ever
before. There is a need for change in content, methods,
materials, skills to be learned, and in basic educational
theory.
New educational responsibilities seem to fall in four
areas; (1) the training of a new type of executive and
social leader, (2) the education of specialists—teachers,
scientists, engineers, economists, political scientists,
journalists, and research workers of all types, (3) the
training and retraining of workers for creation, installa¬
tion, and maintenance of automated machines, and (4) moral
and ethical foundations, meaning and purpose of the new
age. ^
John Diebold, a leading scholar in the field of auto¬
mation, has stated;
If we are to attack the roots of the problem of human
resistance to technological change, considerable at¬
tention must be given to the upgrading of our educational
systems so that young people entering the labor forces
Cecil Rochover, "New Responsibilities Vested in Our
Colleges," Peabody Journal of Eduoation^ 34^ (May, 1956),
pp. 26-30.
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will possess the abilities necessary to adjust
themselves to Industrial change.^
In reflecting on the relationship of education to auto¬
mation, it is evident that the influence of education is so
strong it has led many experts to feel that the educational
needs and qualifications of the American people, rather than
technology, have molded our job and employment pattern
during the past fifteen years.
The number of people in school from kindergarten through
graduate school has almost doubled since the forties—^partly
because of the sharp increase in the total number of school-
age people following the "baby boom" of the forties, and
partly because young people stay in school longer. Whereas
the average newcomer to the labor force in the mid-thirties
had a year or two of high school, fifty percent of young men
looking for their first full-time jobs today have gone to
2
college, at least for a year or two. This, along with
additional data collected, seems to show a definite trend
in the educational requirements of automation. This is
supported by the statistics outline in Table C on the
following page.
John Diebold, Automation^ (D. Van Nostrand Co., 1952,
p. 131.
'Peter Drucker, loo. oit, , p. 75.
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TABLE C
LABOR-FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES AND EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENT—APRIL 1950, AND MARCH^ 1962









0-4 74.6 58.2 -22.0
5-7 85.0 74.6 -14.4
8 88.1 78.2 -12.7
9-n 92.1 88.8 - 3.9
12 94.0 90.7 - 3.7
13-15 79.6 83.0 5.4
16 or more 92.1 92.3 0.2
All groups 87.6 83.5 - 4.7
Beyond the needs of education in this automated age,
lies an intricate effect it is having on the uneducated
manual worker. As a result of more people realizing the
need for education, it seems that this increasing supply of
educated people is undermining the status of the manual
worker. It is tending to downgrade his social status and
make him appear progressively less important. In addition,
it threatens to uproot the oldest and most proudly held
tradition, that of the skilled craftsman. These crafts need
no longer be acquired through hard work and long experience,
as has been the pattern. They can be taught and learned
systematically in a very short time.
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So, it seems that education has a job to do that not
even the most brilliant scholars dreamed of in years past.
The Threat of Leisure
Of the many changes that are being brought about by
automation, one of the most significant is the reduction of
work hours. This is resulting in an increased amount of
idle or leisure time for the worker. For some, this situa¬
tion has created enormous problems while for others it has
opened a new avenue for economic growth. This portion of
the chapter will be devoted to examining the impact of the
increasing number of non-work hours facing the average
worker.
The average work week in United States industry dropped
steadily from 84 hours in 1800 to 60 hours in 1900 and some¬
what less than 40 hours today. Today's worker produces six
times as much as his grandfather did for every hour he
works. The benefits of technological growth in the past
have been divided between higher living standards and more
leisure in about a 60-40 ratio. If this ratio continues,
before today's children retire, the work week will be halved
again.^
Leisure is now considered today's brightest new market.
Today, one out of every six dollars of disposable income
Walter Buckingham, Automation: Its Impact on Business
and People, (Harper & Brothers Publishers, New York, 1961),
pp. 168-69.
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goes for leisure.^ The attraction to some spectator sports
has experienced a decline, while participation sports are
exploding with activity. Traveling abroad has increased
tremendously. Domestic travel has given rise to mahy new
industries like motels and amusement centers.
Much leisure time has been devoted to the consumption
of extravagant products but all has not. The demand for
services has surged past the demand for the products of the
goods-producing industries of manufacturing, mining, con¬
struction, and agriculture. Over half the work force is in
the service industries today compared with a fifth in 1870.
Services accounted for 38 cents of every dollar spent on
2
consumption in 1957 compared with 31 cents in 1947.
Providing individually or family-owned amusement facil¬
ities for people to buy and use themselves has also been a
growing business. Especially "adult toys" which provide
machine-made fun in the home, away from home, or for either
place. Included are cameras and projectors, record players
and accessories, portable personal radios, barbegue and
picnic equipment and backyard swimming pools.
The "do-it-yourself" movement has also grown to enor¬




that legitimate trades are being deprived of business by
these home workshops. This is probably exaggerated. Most
professionals can compete successfully because they are so
much more efficient than amateurs. The do-it-yourself busi¬
ness is a reversion to the most primitive production methods.
Since it relies little on mass production and specilization
techniques, it ordinarily wastes enormous amounts of labor
and materials. But its main purpose is recreation, anyway.
The do-it-yourself business is not production. It is really
consumption.
Leisure, like other consumer's goods and services, has
to be paid for by giving up something else. But it does not
have to be purchased out of money earned from wages; it is
bought by not earning in the first place. Thus, leisure has
the added advantage of being obtainable without having to
pay any income taxes before being able to acquire it.
Already a large portion of the population enjoys substantial
leisure at only the cost of more tangible luxuries. No one
can say how much leisure will be demanded by workers as
automation progresses. It can be hoped that too much will
not be supplied as a free, compulsory public service through
involuntary unemployment.
The Economic Aspects of Automation
Although there is a growing literature on the techno¬
logical, social and commercial apsects of automation, its
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broader economic aspects have received relatively little
attention. This may be attributed to the fact that to this
point, few economists admit the existence of any specific
economic problems arising from automation. The view is
often taken that, from an economic point of view, there is
nothing fundamentally new in the latest phase of industrial
revolution. Technological progress is almost as old as man¬
kind, and the difference made by the acceleration of its
pace during recent years is, according to many economists,
merely one of degree. The idea seems to exist that economic
situations arising from automation are covered by economic
theory in general.
In this chapter, we shall concern ourselves with the
effect of automation on economic theory. It is arguable
that, on the assumption that the extent or the rate of auto¬
mation is likely to remain moderate, no such analysis is
called for. In reality, from a theoretical point of view it
is principles that matter, not the extent of their effect.
In any case, we have no precise means of knowing what fur¬
ther technological inventions the future is likely to bring
and at what rate they will come to be applied in industry.
Among technological experts, opinions are divided on the
subject.
Admittedly the effects of automation on production
costs, on the quantity of output, on capital requirements,
on the demand for labor, etc., are largely a matter of
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degree. This does not, of course, mean that, for that
reason, such effects are not worth the closest attention of
economists. There is, however, at least one respect in
which automation is claimed to produce a fundamentally new
situation which is not covered by the existing body of eco¬
nomic theory. An examination of this claim calls for a re¬
consideration of basic principles. It was first put forward
by Peter F. Drucker, according to whom automation has changed
the way in which output responds to changes in the relation
between supply and demand.^
Under the accepted economic theory the price mechanism,
by which supply and demand are brought into equilibrium
functions not only through fluctuations of prices but also
through the fluctuations of output. Any change in the rela¬
tion between supply and demand sets into motion an automatic
tendency toward adjustment through changes in the volvime of
supply and in the demand resulting from the changes in
prices. Thus, if there is an increase in demand for certain
goods in relation to their supply, the result is a rise in
their prices. This again tends to discourage demand and
stimulates an increase in production. Conversely, a fall in
demand—or an increase in supply in excess of demand—tends
to cause a fall in prices which again tends to encourage
demand and to discourage production of the goods concerned.
Were it not for the effect on output of fluctuations in
^Paul Einzig, The Eoanomio Consequences of Automation^
(W. W. Norton & Company, INc., New York, 1957), p. 47.
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demand, changes in prices would have to go much further
before they are halted by their effect on demand.
According to Drucker, this system is liable to be af¬
fected considerably as a result of a wide adoption of auto¬
mation.^ Production by automated industries responds to
short-term economic fluctuations to a limited degree only.
Automated factories are not likely to reduce their output
immediately as soon as there is evidence of a fall in demand.
What is meant here is that not only is the production sched¬
ule of the automated factory based on long series and not
easily to be altered, but also that, owing to the increased
relative importance of capital outlay compared with current
cost of production, it may not be worthwhile to alter pre¬
arranged production schedules. Automated firms may find it
preferable to cut their prices rather than interfere with
their production schedules.
It should be emphasized that the principle of contin¬
uous flow which is the main characteristic of automated pro¬
duction, must apply not only in the technological sense but
also in an economic sense.
The need for managements of automated factories to plan
their output in such a way as to insure continuity, is also
essential. This is evidenced by the fact that, in non-auto-
mated factories, current assembly procedures are so designed
that if the market for end products declines, then production
Ibid., p. 47.
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can be cut back to meet the lessened demand. This would be
virtually impossible in an automated factory. The market
must be positively established and its future course accu¬
rately plotted. Then, engineers design the production pro¬
cess to exact market specifications. Wide deviations from
the market estimate would spell tremendous losses for the
company.^
All this seems to suggest that a new approach must be
taken by the businessman of the future. Management cannot
engage in guesswork in determining what market exists for
its product. It may even mean that markets will actually
have to be created by the company first. Once management
has established certain patterns and formulae for haarmoniz-
ing market and production, then automation will have re¬
vealed one of its great future benefits. With an assured
market, the automated factory will have guaranteed produc¬
tion for a set period of time. This could result in employ¬
ment stabilization. In the face of a prolonged or substan¬
tial setback in demand it would, of course, become necessary,
eventually, to alter production schedules. There is much
less likelihood, however, of an immediate response of the
output of automated factories to changed supply-and-demand
relations. This would mean that a fall in prices would have
to proceed much further in order to stimulate the increase
^Paul A Just, Executive Vice-President of the Tele¬
vision Shares Management Corporation. From an address
reprinted in the Commeroial and Financial Chronicle of New
York, March 15, 1956.
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of demand necessary to absorb the unchanged high flow of
supply. In other words, since supply will not act as a
shock-absorber to the same extent as before automation,
prices have to assume increased responsibility for adjust¬
ment.
Insofar as automation is proceeded with, (say), during
a period of depression, its main purpose is labor-saving,
so that it entials the immediate dismissal of all redundant
employees. But automation achieved during boom-like con¬
ditions—such as have prevailed almost continuously for the
last two decades—usually means that managements do not take
full advantage of the labor-saving possibilities of the new
automatic equipment. Many are likely to retain more workers
than are strictly needed, partly because, owing to the pre¬
vailing scarcity of labor, they are likely to hoard man¬
power.^ The reduction in cost of production achieved
through automation leaves them with a sufficient margin of
profit to be able to afford such a wasteful use of manpower.
Hitherto, we have been dealing with the effect of auto¬
mation on current output. Automation is, however, liable to
affect the behavior of entrepreneurs in respect to capital
investment in the face of a business recession. The contin¬
uous flow of output that characterizes automation is not con¬
fined to the current output of capital goods required for the
installation of automatic equipment. Employment
^loo. oit., p. 50.
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stabilization through automation means that having achieved
a known market, a known rate of production, and a fixed
labor force, industrial investment plans are also brought to
an even keel. The raising of capital will not be dependent
on, or contribute to, boom or bust cycles.
Peter drucker put forward a much more effective argu¬
ment in support of his view on the stabilizing effect of
automation. He contends that it is impossible to proceed
piecemeal with capital investment connected with automation,
or to make its progress dependent on the business conditions
of the momemnt. Once automation projects have been initiated,
they have to be completed.^ Presumably, Drucker means by
this that it is possible to cancel an order for a large
transfer machine or for a large electronic computer, after
its production has been initiated, without the complete loss
of the cost that has already been incurred.
The maintenance of stable employment and income in con¬
nection with capital expenditure during possible recessions
occurring in the transitional period of automation tends to
offset the effect of automation on prices through the main¬
tenance of the output by automated factories. Although
there are likely to be dismissals on consumer demands and
prices are moderated by the stability of capital goods in¬
dustries due to the continuous character of automation in¬
vestment.
^Peter Drucker, "The Promise of Automation," Harper's
Magazine, April, 1955.
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While this chapter has dealt somewhat with economic
theory on automation, much of its underlying importance
rests in the hope that a growing amount of thought will be
given to the economic aspects of automation.
It is conceded that automation ultimately involves many
more ramifications than have been discussed in this chapter,
but it is certain that the items reviewed must be seriously




It must be conceded that automation certainly has
created n\merous problems; many of which will conceivably
become greater. In the future, the most severe of these
problems will be social rather than technical.
There is little doubt that disposition of increasing
hours of leisure will present a major problem to be reckoned
with. Psychologist and psychiatrists are promised a contin¬
ued boom in business.
But although great social changes are to be anticipated
in the next twenty-five years, we should not expect anything
more extensive than we have witnessed in the last twenty-
five, for in spite of what some cartoonists may have led us
to fear, not a single expert believes that any sudden
change is likely to occur in one social and economic life,
on account of these new techniques.
What are the principal reasons for predicting that the
changes ahead will be gradual rather than abrupt? The chief
one is that it will take considerable time to design and
install the new plants that are needed for automatic opera¬
tion, because current plants, as we have seen, are often
unsuitable. This delay will be increased by the possibility
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of meeting immediately the huge demand which will arise for
electronic control equipment, though printed circuit tech¬
niques will certainly help with producing those units which
can be standardized. Another deterrent to rapid change will
be the immense capital cost of installing new plants in con¬
cerns like the steel industry.
The second main reason for supposing a sudden shift to
automatic production throughout industry to be most unlikely
is the problem of education. We must reduce the shortage
of technologists and skilled technicians, particularly
specialists in electronics, and it is also essential to
bring home to the management of some firms the great possi¬
bilities for automatic control in almost every field.
Thirdly, we have already seen that automatic production
is at present only applicable to some sections of industry,
though it has been argued that some of the recent advances
in control technique may shortly open the door to far more
widespread use of automatic production, even where the runs
are quite short.
To summarize, it seems that these widely held views on
automation appear to be in error. The first is that auto¬
matic devices can be made to do anything; we have seen that
even if economic considerations are disregarded, theory
indicates that there are very definite limitations to what
can be achieved. It is very unlikely that we'll have mechan¬
ical robots walking among us, though they make quite vivid
symbols for cartoonists. It would be quite uneconomic to
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construct a mechanism as mechanically versatile as a man,
and then set it to work at the very simple tasks which would
be all it would be capable of performing. Man are not
machines, and it would be just as inefficient to attempt to
make a machine like a man as it is to make a man do a
machine's work. The second misconception is that the fur¬
ther use of automatic devices can make no radical difference
to the economy, since it is only the extension of an exist¬
ing process; with a complex feedback system such as this.
However, no such conclusion can be drawn.
Disposing of the flood of goods produced by automatic
method will present a considerable problem; the potential
market is far from saturated, but the difficulty is with the
distribution of purchasing power. Perhaps it is true—that
if consumption is to keep pace with production, then the
working clan must become the leisure class.
It appears, however, that we need not be alarmed at the
social changes that accompany great increases in automatic
production. Automation is not a device with which to dis¬
place or dispense with now. It is a means for increasing
man's stature and extending his ability to produce in
greater volxime with less physical effort or mental strain.
It is hereby concluded that in spite of its many com¬
plexities, automation, to this point, certainly has not
proved itself a foe; but rather, a friend.
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